
Sandstone Animal Horse Statue
Set for Vastu Home and Garden
Decor
Read More
SKU: 01515
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Ashwa Murti, garden decor, Garden Stone
Statue, Godha Murti, home décor, Horse Idol, Horse
Sculpture, Horse Sculpture for Outdoor, Horse Statue
for Garden, Horse Statue for Home, Outdoor Stone
Statue, Statue for Home, Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

The sculptural option of horse statue will help you to set the focal point of your
home and garden. This horse duo combines beauty with sustainability in one
streamline. Over 1.5 ft rustic animal statue has endless potential application.
Material: Sandstone Redstone Dimension(HWL): 18 x 24 x 9 inch Height: 1.5 ft Width: 2 ft
Position: Standing About the subtle rustic flair statue:

The statue of the horse is standing on a  pedestal, with hand-engraved on the sandstone.
Stone carving is the age-old craft of Odisha.
Sandstones are weatherproof. That's why you may find them in many temples,
monuments, and other exterior works.
The skillful artists use the stone to engrave with many artisanal majestic on the stone.
The figures of elephants, lions, and horses are a common sight at temple entrances.

The horse statue has a remarkable role in Hindu mythology :

According to Hindu mythology, horses are symbols of loyalty, stamina, and respect.
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The horse is the chariot of Lord Surya(sun).
The first horse has emerged from the churning of the ocean of milk(Samudra Manthan), it
was known by the name of Uchchaihshravas.
The Ashwamedha Yagya was performed by Lord Shri Ram. He holds the sacrificial ritual of
the horse after being positioned as the ruler of Ayodhya.

Disposal and benefits of the arresting horse statue: 

Concerning Vaastu, the horse statues should always be kept in the southern direction,
beneficial for fame, career, and prosperity.
The pair is beneficial for business settings, offices, and other areas where you want to
grow your wealth and success.
Use it in your park, garden, lawn using many more pairs as the area required in
landscaping, the front yard of your home, office, apartment, and restaurant.
Horses are used at the entrance of temples, specifically, of female Goddesses.

Safekeeping and cleaning instruction:

Sandstones are weatherproof and best to be used in outdoor ornamentation. So, cleaning
should be done every second day.  So dust wouldn't accumulate on the surface of the
outdoor statue.
Using a broom or dry cloth for dusting is enough for the Outdoor Stone Statue.

Sand Stone Sitting Bull Animal
Nandi Statue for Temple and
Garden
Read More
SKU: 01514
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Bull Idol, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue,
home décor, Marble Stone Nandi Statue, Nandi Bull
Statue, Nandi Sculpture for Temple, Nandi Statue for
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Puja, Nandi Stone Idol, Outdoor Stone Statue, Shiv
Bahan Nandi Idol, Shiv Ji Nandi Statue, Statue for
Home, Stone Bull Sculpture

Product Description

A classic statue of the Nandi bull, sitting on a flat surface, is sculpted to bestow grace anywhere
it is placed. It is a  piece of serenity and divinity with superior durability. Material: Sandstone
Redstone Dimension(HWL): 10 x 15 x 6 inch Height: 10 inch Width: 15 inch Position:
Sitting
Features abut the graven image:

The heavenly image is sitting on a plinth base, with one leg tucked on the body while the
other is raised.
The bull is well carved, embellished with ornaments while engraving on the stone.
The blankets on his back, double row of necklace, the bull rope, resin, and the cowbell
hanging on his neck are all well carved on the sculpture giving it a life-like look.
The decorative engraved strap encircles his body, tied in a nut.
The brilliancy of craftsman on stone carving in Odisha is well known around the globe.

The holy relationship of Godlike bull Nandi with Hindu deity:

The name "Nandi" means "giving joy". The sacred bull of Lord Shiva.
Nandi is widely known as the guardian deity of Kailasha, where Lord Shiva lives, according
to the Hindu scriptures.
In every temple of Lord Shiva, a humped bull (male zebu)is seen reclining on a raised
platform facing the entrance door of the Shiva Lingam, is seen perpetually gazing on the
god.
In many traditions, devotees conveying their wish in his ears is believed to be granted.

The sacred placement possibility of the holy bull:

Bulls are often placed in the entryway of most Hindu temples of Lord Shiva.
Placing a Nandi bull in the southwest zone of your office or house will attract loyal
customers and clients to your business. It saves the business from loss and unforeseen.
Also helps to get rid of unemployment, lack of promotion for a long time, a smooth path to
study abroad, and for the dairy business. Keeping at the west will be favorable.
You can use it for decorating the garden as a life-size bull, sure to be a showpiece to any
garden.
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Instruction to follow while cleaning:

Sandstone is the most durable and weatherproof material, it gets excellent with age.
Cleaning of sandstone sculpture is not so hard. Only attention should be given on an
alternative day to get rid of the dirt compiled on the sculpt.
Use a broom or a cloth to wipe down the surface of the statue.

Sand Stone Sitting Bull Animal
Statue for Temple and Garden
Read More
SKU: 01513
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Nandi Bull Statue, Nandi Sculpture for Temple,
Nandi Statue for Puja, Nandi Stone Idol, Outdoor Stone
Statue, Shiv Bahan Nandi Idol, Shiv Ji Nandi Statue,
Statue for Home, Stone Bull Sculpture, Stone Statue
Manufacturer

Product Description
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Sandstone Snake Statue for
Temple and Garden Ornaments
Read More
SKU: 01512
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Naag Devata Murti, Outdoor Stone Statue,
Snake Sculpture for Garden, Snake Statue for Temple,
Statue for Home, Stone Snake Idol, Stone Snake Statue

Product Description

A piece of the snake statue that will make your garden look ferociously unique. This sandstone
statue perfectly highlights the simplicity and complexity of stone carving in one go. Material:
Sandstone  Redstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 6 x 5 inch Height: 1 ft Position: Standing
Highlights of the handpicked stone sculpture of the snake:

The snake statue stands on the flat surface in the ground for better stability.
A distressed finish has been given to the statue to lend the illusion of age.
The scute design given by the skilled artisans has given the sculpt a life-like feeling.
The art of stone carving in Odisha is an age-old practice, which can be seen in many jewels
like temple buildings, various art crafts, etc.

Religious faith in the deific snakes in Hindu belief:

In Hinduism, snakes have a prominent role in Hindu Mythology. They are worshipped
widely as a deity.
A special day is performed to celebrate Nag Panchami in every month of Shravana.
Lord Shiva is always seen wearing a snake around his neck named Vasuki.
Vasuki is the same snake that was used in the churning of the milk ocean(Samudra
Manthan).
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Mansa Devi is the Hindu Goddess, known as the sister of Vasuki worshiped mainly as the
goddess of snakes.

  Suggestion for placement of the divine statue:

The sacred place is firstly in temples, dedicated to Lord Shiva where snakes get
worshipped over the sacred Lingam of Lord Shiva.
Another place to sit him up at atop of temples of Lord Shiva.
Use it in your garden, landscaping, in the mid of an artificial water body, between the
flowery hays, by decorating a few stones, around it.
In the zoo, near the fountain, swimming pool are a few more options where you can sit the
rustic statue as per your decoration.

Guidance to follow while cleaning the statue:

Sandstone is the most durable material, so it is extremely easy to take care of.
Simply bathe the garden statue with running water.
You can use a cloth or a broom to wipe the stone sculptures.

Dual Body Single Face Dopichha
Lion for Temple Garden Decor
Read More
SKU: 01510
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Do picha Singha Murti for Mandir, Dopicha Lion
Statue for Temple, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue,
home décor, Lion Sculpture, lion statue for temple,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for Home

Product Description
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Admire this unique statue of single-faced dual body lion, the king of the jungle will lend a
crowning touch to any outdoor decoration. The intriguing stone carving unearths the mythical
beast. Material: Sandstone / Red stone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 15 x 15 inch Width: 15 inch
Position: Sitting
The lineament of the quirky sculpture:

The dual body beast is sitting on a flat pedestal with a fierce look.
The uniqueness has been seen from the single face over the dual body of the sculpture.
This artisanal majestic statue has been carved by the skillful craftsman of Odisha.
With the stone and chisel, the artisans have given brilliant expression and features to the
sculpture, enough to make you speechless.

The mythological belief of lions in Hindu:

The lion has served as a Vahana to many Hindu deities like Goddess Durga, Goddess
Parvati, Goddess Narasimhi, Goddess Katyayini, Goddess Skandamata, etc.
In Buddhist culture, statues of lions are said to bring peace and prosperity.
Lord Vishnu took half lion half man form in his  Narasimha Avatara.
The lion symbolizes pride that's why it is sat on each side at the entrance of many Hindu
temples It is believed that they protect and guard the temple.

Tip-off some ideas to place the  sui generis stone sculpture: 

You can place it at the entrance of any holy temple or atop of the temple.
It also represents energy and happiness. So placing it in front of the home or the office is
also beneficial.
You can choose to flank any entryway of the garden, lawn, and zoo with a unique piece.
You can place two same pairs of lions on each side of the entryway of the home, garden, or
any desired area of your choice. This shows power, strength, and wisdom.
You can place it in the landscaping design,  besides the fountain, swimming pool, or can
place it above any pillared structure center decoration.

Care and maintenance instruction for the decorative stone:

Sandstone is a material that can stand in any weather. It is popular for its durability.
Give a bathe to the sculpture in running water, or you can simply wipe the statue with a
cloth or broom to get rid of dust.
This should be done every other day.
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Odisha Sandstone Nandi Bull
Statue for Temple and Garden
Decor
Read More
SKU: 01504
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Nandi Sculpture for Temple, Nandi Statue for
Puja, Nandi Stone Idol, Outdoor Stone Statue, Shiv Ji
Nandi Statue, Statue for Home

Product Description

Sandstone Bada Chaka Konark
Wheel Sculpture 5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01468
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Modern Sculptures, Other
God/Godess Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Indoor Stone Statue,
konark temple, Konark Wheels Sculpture for Home,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Stone Statue for Hotel, Stone
Statue for Villa

Product Description
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Sandstone Konark Wheel Statue
4 ft
Read More
SKU: 01467
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Modern Sculptures, Other
God/Godess Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Indoor Stone Statue,
konark temple, Konark Wheels Sculpture for Home,
Modern Sculpture, Outdoor Stone Statue

Product Description

Black Mahabalipuram Stone
Balaji Statue 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 01459
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Vishnu Statues
Tags: Balaji Stone Statue, Black Stone Idol, Garden
Stone Statue, Indoor Stone Statue, Outdoor Stone
Statue, Statue for Temple, Tirupati Balaji Stone Idol

Product Description
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Sandstone Standing
Panchamukhi 5 faced Hanuman
Statue 4 ft
Read More
SKU: 01451
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Anjaneya Stone Statue, Anjaneya Swami Stone
Idol, Big Hanuman Statue, Garden Stone Statue,
Hanuman Idol, Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for
Temple

Product Description

A great choice for anyone looking to infuse an artistic taste into its decor combined
with minimalistic style. The 5 faced Hanuman statue looks far more expensive than it
is.
Material: Sandstone / Red stone Dimension(HWL):  48 x 30 x 14 inch Position: Standing
Height: 4 ft  Let's explicate the stone sculptures:

The towering statue is seen standing on a two-layer pedestal.
The statue has five faces in all five directions with 10 hands endowed with many weapons
like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, and sword.
The enthralling form is made by the efficient artificer of Odisha where stone engraving is
widely famous for its intricate design.

Hanuman: The mythological legend

Believed to be the 11th incarnation of Lord Shiva.
The five-faced Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha.
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The meaning of the word "Hanuman" is  "Disfigured jaw",(Hanu means jaw, and man
means Disfigured).
Lord Hanuman is the personification of supremely strong, immortal, and omnipresent.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra Purnima in several parts of India.

Placement ideas and direction  :

The idol should be placed in the southwest direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple, home, or office.
The statue can be placed at the entrance of your home or temple.
It will also be eye catching to keep the statue in the park, garden, or landscaping.
Don't give a second thought to gift your loved one, on their special occasion.

Utilities by keeping the sacred statue :

It is believed that placing a five-faced idol of Lord Hanuman wards off evil energy and that
households don't suffer any problem.
It also helps in getting Goddess Laxmi's blessing.
Considering Vaastu, all Vaastu dosha gets destroyed with his grace.
The five-faced idol not only relief from various diseases and removes all planetary dosha.

Tips for cleaning the stone sculptures:

The statue is made from soapstone, which is famous for its durability.
Its main advantages are its non-porous and shatter-proof nature.
To clean the sculpt, take a soft cloth and wipe the surface of the statue.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dust at bay from the stone sculptures.
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Sand Stone Vishnu
Anantasayana Statue
Read More
SKU: 01446
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Vishnu Statues
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Outdoor Stone Statue,
Stone Narayan Statue for Home, Stone Statue for Villa,
Vishnu Anantaayana Statue

Product Description

Khondalite Stone Sandstone Big
Welcome Lady Statue for
Outdoor 5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01404
Price: ₹90,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: apsara statue, Dancing Lady Statue, debdashi
idol, Garden Stone Statue, Outdoor Stone Statue,
stone apsara statue, Welcome Lady Statue

Product Description
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Looking for a traditional and distressed statue for your outdoor decoration then CRAFTS ODISHA
has stocked the best for you. Let your guest know about your fondness before they even knock.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Height: 5 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 60 x 24 x 12
inch Position: Standing The greeting lady:

The above delightful statue of the 5 ft lady is standing on a two-layer pedestal in a
greeting gesture.
With a smirk smile, she is standing with a humble stance.
She is adorned with precious ornaments carved on her body to emphasize the charm.
The statue is a striking creation of the brilliant craftsman of Odisha, Which is globally
famous for its stone carving.

Few ideas of placing the pretty outdoor stone statue:

You can use it in your interior design of the home, hotel, restaurant, palace.
The welcoming posture is best to place on each side of the entrance of your home,
restaurant, and marriage hall.
The lush green space of your garden, park, landscaping is proved to be the best location to
décor the beautiful sculpture.
You can also place the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and
swimming pool.

Cleaning  and caring of the  outdoor stone statue:

The rugged statue is made of Sandstone, the most durable material for exterior
decoration.
The chief advantage of Sandstone is that is weather resistant.
You can dust it by using a piece of cloth or a broom.
Dusting should be done every other day so that dirt will not make accumulate over the
surface of the outdoor stone sculpture.
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Sandstone Peacefully Resting
Ganesha on Bed Decorative
Statue for Home
Read More
SKU: 01549
Price: ₹27,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Ganesha Statue for Home and Garden, Craft
Decoration for Home, Ganesha Decor, Ganesha
Decoratitve Statue for Home, Ganesha Garden Statue,
Ganesha God Statue, Ganesha Home Statue Decor,
Ganesha Idol at Home, Ganesha Idol Online, Ganesha
Statue Decor for Garden, Ganesha Stone Sculptures,
Ganesha Stone Statue for Outdoor, Hindu God and
Goddessess, New Style Ganesh Murti, Outdoor Stone
Statue, Sand Stone Ganesha Statue, Sandstone
Ganpati Statue, Stone Statue for Temple, Stone Statue
Manufacturer

Product Description

The patron of fortune and generosity idol resting on a bed bending one leg upon another. A
resting-state where he is laying on a platform with a pillow under his head. This symbolizes the
sovereignty and sanctity of the posture of lord Ganesha.
Material: Sandstone / Red stone Dimension(HWL): 15 x 24 x 10 inch Height: 15 inch
(approx.) Width: 2 ft (approx.) Statue position: Resting
The lords birth itself an interesting story to be folded, from a guardian of the door to the most
important deity to get worshiped before commencing any holy ritual, to overcome an obstacle
to bestow wealth knowledge, and prosperousness. The God of onset. Holding a ladoo in his
hand he pursues the sweetness of life and self-enjoyment. His jumbo belly represents chymify
all good and bad things of the world. The rosary in his hand's tributes wisdom and knowledge,
whereas the hatchet is known as pasam illusion of evil thoughts, and provides awareness.Shri
Ganapati is one, who throws away negative energies and welcomes joy, well being
enchantment in your life. From home to business or official his worshiped and admire by all
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people of age. People who search for harmony and success should consider bringing this
amazing statue and spread positivity in the surrounding.Placement: Few things need to be
kept in mind while placing the idol as the direction should be east, northeast, north. Again this
Ganesha stone sculpture's calm pose is perfect both for indoor and outdoor kickshaw. This
sedimentary rock looks perfectly adorn the lawn, swimming pool, garden, near the fountain,
outdoor banquet. Sandstone:  This tan color marvelously carved Ganesha stone sculptures by
artisans gives a natural vibe to the idol. As it is carved for outdoor purposes too so the stone
has durability in many folds. In Odisha, sandstone variety is used by many craftsmen and stone
statue manufacturers for carving stone sculptures. HOW to care: Gently wipe with a soft towel
or hand broom to avert dirt build-up. Do not bleach or acids the stone. Elevate your decor with
this royal piece of carving, and captivate the viewer with a pleasant look. Showcase your
elegant taste with this stunning composed piece of divine sculpture in your home or outdoor
area. 

Sanding Vastu 4.5 ft Ganesha
Statue with Toran Frame for
Home and Garden
Read More
SKU: 01548
Price: ₹155,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Ganesha Statue for Home and Garden, Craft
Decoration for Home, Ganesha Decor, Ganesha
Decoratitve Statue for Home, Ganesha Garden Statue,
Ganesha God Statue, Ganesha Home Statue Decor,
Ganesha Idol at Home, Ganesha Idol Online, Ganesha
Statue Decor for Garden, Ganesha Stone Sculptures,
Ganesha Stone Statue for Outdoor, Hindu God and
Goddessess, New Style Ganesh Murti, Outdoor Stone
Statue, Sand Stone Ganesha Statue, Sandstone
Ganpati Statue, Stone Statue for Temple, Stone Statue
Manufacturer
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Product Description

This Redstone Ganesh murti in Standing under a toran frame on a platform. ''Ek daanta
chaturbhuja'  this mudra is widely known for its broken tusk. In this form, his belly is quite
ample. He is holding an ax, modak, beads, and the broken tusk. The toran has beautifully
handcrafted with the heads of an elephant, peacock, a male, and female lion along with his
vahana the bandicoot rat, the largest rat of Asia.
Material: sandstone/red stone Dimension(HWL): 52 x 26 x 20 inch Height: 4.5 ft (approx.)
Statue position: Standing
Every posture or mudra has some unique classification of his characteristic and symbolizes his
godhood. Like other deities, Ganpati Ji also holds many objects which has some important
symbol to the common people, like in this of his mudra in one hand he is holding broken tusk, in
the instruction of sage Vyasa Kabi transcribe Mahabharata while writing those poems his
feather pen broke, to transcription could proceed without interruption, he broke up his tusk. 
The broken tusk symbolizes equality and distinctive character. In another hand holding ''beads''
Japa mudra, an axe symbolizes cutting the bond of disregard. And finally, a hand full of modak
looks like a coconut shape sweet symbolizes meditation, a simple form of getting anand so
modak represents anand of spiritual life. Serpent around the waist, which depicts the cosmic
energy in all forms. To overcome distressing energies, or encountering obstacles in one's life,
career, business, personal and professional life this Ganesha stone sculpture is beneficial to
sweep away all hardship. Uprooting all evil eye and conserving peace and prosperity of the
devotee.  This exquisitely designed and complex crafted Ganesha god statue is the artistic
touch of brilliance artisans makes perfect furnishing the decoration in a spiritual way.
Placement suggestion: Whenever we plan to place a deity north Kona or esanya Kona is best
for Hindu gods and goddesses, and this idol is specifically designed to be placed both for indoor
and outdoor designing. You can place it on the lawn, garden, park, restaurants, the entrance of
any premises.
Care: Sandstone is a stone that doesn't need much care or maintenance. simply wipe with a
broom or a cloth is enough for maintenance. Make a big difference in your decoration, and
amaze the viewer with the impressive carved statue more durable and lasting.
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Beautiful Sitting Ganesha Made
of Sandstone Home Statue
Decor
Read More
SKU: 01547
Price: ₹120,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Ganesha Statue for Home and Garden, Craft
Decoration for Home, Ganesha Decor, Ganesha
Decoratitve Statue for Home, Ganesha Garden Statue,
Ganesha God Statue, Ganesha Home Statue Decor,
Ganesha Idol at Home, Ganesha Idol Online, Ganesha
Statue Decor for Garden, Ganesha Stone Sculptures,
Ganesha Stone Statue for Outdoor, Hindu God and
Goddessess, Outdoor Stone Statue, Sand Stone
Ganesha Statue, Sandstone Ganpati Statue, Stone
Statue for Temple, Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

The sitting Sandstone Ganpati statue is a masterpiece of art magnificently carved and design
enough to transmit his divine power to one's soul. He is supreme at bringing wealth and power
into your life and eradicating hardship in both your personal and professional life.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite stone Height: 4 ft Dimension (HWL) : 48 x 36 x 18 inch
Statue positioning: Sitting
When there is a competition between lord Kartikeya and Ganpati to be bestowed with the fruit
of knowledge by his parents upon a condition where both of them have to circle around the
earth three times, while lord Kartikeya circling around earth Ganpati circled around Lord Shiva
and Goddess Parvati is known to be his idea of the world and won the race. And blessed to be
the lord of knowledge and wisdom thereafter. In his six arms each of holding on to some
objects, are lessons to common men.  In one hand holding an elephant goad or ankus and a
noose known as pasha, both collide and push away obstacles. holding beads of Japa mala, focus
his calm attitude, the broken tusk is a symbol of sacrifice. Axe derivates all desires sufferings
and pain and a pot full of sweets illustrate the reward of judicious life. And the serpent around
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his waist symbol of the whole cosmic energy controlled by him.Lord Ganpati erases trouble and
distress and brings happiness to one's life. Everyone wants success and a prosperous life with
good fortune and knowledge. Lord Ganpati is known for wisdom so one will be blessed with
enlightenment in life by worshipping him. Bringing Ganpati Ji into your space, life becomes
harmonious peaceful, both personally and professionally. Placement suggestion: It is good to
place the Ganesha stone sculptures on the main entrance gate of the house or office inside and
outside for a good omen. The idol should be seated in the North East, North, or East direction.
There are several areas where this idol can be furbished like, in school, park, garden,
restaurant, etc. Care: Sandstone statues are great material as they require very little
maintenance. Simply brush up or wipe it with a dry cloth or towel. You can spray water and
bathe to too clean up.
The durable quality and rock finish make the well-carved statue turn heads both with devotion
and for its tempting look.

Sandstone Standing Ganesha
With Toran Frame Statue Decor
for Garden
Read More
SKU: 01546
Price: ₹185,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Ganesha Statue for Home and Garden, Craft
Decoration for Home, Ganesha Decor, Ganesha
Decoratitve Statue for Home, Ganesha Garden Statue,
Ganesha God Statue, Ganesha Home Statue Decor,
Ganesha Idol at Home, Ganesha Idol Online, Ganesha
Statue Decor for Garden, Ganesha Stone Sculptures,
Ganesha Stone Statue for Outdoor, Hindu God and
Goddessess, New Style Ganesh Murti, Outdoor Stone
Statue, Sand Stone Ganesha Statue, Sandstone
Ganpati Statue, Stone Statue for Temple, Stone Statue
Manufacturer
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Product Description

Sandstone Standing Ganesha With Toran Frame 5 ft Statue Décor for Garden is a worthy
addition to your outdoor décor. The beautiful frame architecture reflects the brilliance of
craftsmanship at its best. Stone carving age-old craft of Odisha kept the sculptural tradition
alive through their unique stone carving. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Statue Dimension
(HWL): 60 x 30 x 24 inch Height: 5 ft (approx.) Position: Standing The Outdoor Stone Statue
is in a standing form symbolizes stringency and optimism, with varied attributes in his arms. A
broken tusk, sweetmeats, prayer beads, and an axe.  Axe is the symbol of the curtailment of
pain and suffering of the devotee. The broken tusk illustrates how the lord is dedicated to his
duty and can sacrifice himself for the service of others, the prayer bead is a symbol of constant
learning, whereas the bowl of sweet is a reward for self-enlightenment of pursuing the righteous
path. Ganesha God, always seen with a mouse, this mammal carry all human attributes like
desires and pride, we all carry. The mousses beneath the god teach us we need to control this
otherwise it will end up destroying us. All human has a mouth above their hands, while lord
Ganesha has a trunk above his mouth. Our speech seems to take supersede our action, but lord
Ganesha's action outweigh talk, the lesson for all "talk less- work more". Considered to be the
remover of all obstacles and negativity, the idol is often kept by his devotees to protect
themselves from evil energies.  We bow for his blessing in all aspects of life.  Again considered
as a décor element the earthy look makes the Ganesha garden sculpture more pleasant.  One
of the best Ganesha stone sculptures for garden decoration, fountain decoration, swimming
pool decoration, landscaping design, interior designing, outdoor or home decoration, this Statue
can be used in temple or puja. Placing: To welcome divine energies into your space then
northeast is the best direction. East or west is also a preferable choice for the placement of the
sandstone Ganesha statue. Care:  As it is an outdoor statue so it can stand any weather, you
can bathe, or clean it with fiber cloth to keep the stone sculpture dirt-free. "A sculpture that
goes any type of outdoor décor, spruce up your space." 
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Sand Stone Big Dancing
Ganesha on Snake God Indian
Statue
Read More
SKU: 01545
Price: ₹150,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Ganesha Statue for Home and Garden, Craft
Decoration for Home, Ganesha Decor, Ganesha
Decoratitve Statue for Home, Ganesha Garden Statue,
Ganesha God Statue, Ganesha Home Statue Decor,
Ganesha Idol at Home, Ganesha Idol Online, Ganesha
Statue Decor for Garden, Ganesha Stone Sculptures,
Ganesha Stone Statue for Outdoor, Hindu God and
Goddessess, Outdoor Stone Statue, Sand Stone
Ganesha Statue, Sandstone Ganpati Statue, Stone
Statue for Temple, Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

This alluring Sandstone Ganpati Statue, dancing on a serpent and stretching a snake over his
head depicts Lord Ganesha in the rarest form. This impressive carved statue has six hands
along with featuring an elephant head and a rounded belly while the mouse is also present near
his feat, symbolizing his power to overcome obstacles and wrapped a serpent on his waist to
keep the sweets from spill out. Material: Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 60 x 30 x 20 inch
Height: 5 ft Statue position: Dancing Often Ganesha is shown sitting or standing, here he is
dancing, which shows his joyous side. The dancing form is associated with Dhan Lakshmi. In his
four hands he is holding an elephant goad,symbol of how one can control the situation of
illiteracy and virtual reality, prayer beads symbolize concentration on life and knowledge should
continuously hunt for, the axe represents cut off all obstruction of the devotee, and the ladoo
attributes salvation. The belly of  Lord Ganesha represents the whole cosmos, which he holding
back with a snake around the waist. The Asian bandicoot rat his vahana also symbolizes
uncontrolled desires and ego that need to be controlled. The way lord Ganesha controls the rat,
we must also learn to control our desires and ego. The “Ga” in Ganesha means “knowledge”,
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“na” means “salvation” and “isha” means “lord”. Lord Ganesha had two wives, named Riddhi
who represents prosperity, and Siddhi who represents enlightenment. Has two sons namely
Subha and Labha.
Dancing  Ganesha is a happy and kind-hearted aspect of the Lord Ganpati out of his 32 forms.
This form of Lord Ganesha is believed to bestow the devotees with an aptitude for learning fine
arts, proficiency, success, and fame in their field whoever desires for self-growth, then dancing
Ganesha is best to pick. Ganesha focuses on your inner strength and develops patience which
will definitely help you to become a better human being. He removes negativity and purifies the
soul you will become more peaceful and stress-free in your life. Placing: Placing Hindu gods
and goddesses in the right spot at home or outdoor is important. To gets the fruitfulness of the
deity. North and northeast directions are perfect to place the idol. Try to make Ganpati murti is
facing the main entrance/exit of the home or office. (It is considered to be good for those people
who are associated with creative work). Although Ganesha in any posture is auspicious for
people seeking his blessing. Apart from this, you can place the finely crafted statue in garden
decoration, fountain decoration, swimming pool decoration, landscaping design, interior
designing, outdoor or home decoration, This Statue can be used in temples also. Care: You can
clean the statue with water. Wipe or dust with a  cloth or broom to get rid of compiles of dirt.
Amaze your guest with this unique sculpture and obtain applaud for your remarkable piece of
choice. 

Sandstone Dog Animal Statue
Set for Home and Garden Decor
Read More
SKU: 01520
Price: ₹73,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, Handicrafts
of Odisha, home décor, Odisha Handicrafts, Odisha
Stone Handicrafts, Outdoor Stone Statue, Sand Stone
Sculpture Manufacturer, Statue for Home, Stone Dog
Sculpture, Stone Dog Statue
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Product Description

The man's best friend, a set of two dog animal statues represents the love and
loyalty of a true friend. Standing over a 2 ft tall is perfect to guard and visual
interest to any outdoor decoration. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Description(HWL):
18 x 24 x 9 inch
Height: 1.5 ft (approx.)
Width: 2 ft (approx.) Position: Standing  The accent of the innocent pair:

The duo is standing over a flat plinth.
To showcase the simplicity with elegance, no ornamentation has been done to the natural
being.
The artisans of Odisha have made fame from their stone carving worldwide.
Engraving on stones from simple to intricate carvings, by giving it a life-like creature is
breathtaking to see, of the skilled artisans of Kalinga.

Importance of the human's best friend in Hindu mythology: 

He is the mount of Lord Kalabhairava (The fearsome form of Lord Shiva).
They were known as the protector of the gates of heaven as well as of hell.
In many beliefs, people suffering from the ill effects of planets like Rahu and Shani get
relief when they feed dogs.
Lord Dattatreya is also associated with four dogs, the four dogs symbolize the four Vedas.
In Mahabharata, it is the only dog who accompanied King Yudhistira to Heaven.

Where to place the man's best friend statue: 

The south direction of your home will be favorable to keep the statue of the dog, it gives
strength and confidence to the head of the family.
Why not keep a set of two or more in the garden, landscaping, front yard for a visual
interest full of cuteness.
Their many placement opportunities to place the duo like decoration near swimming pool,
fountain, zoo, driveway, etc.

Caring instruction for the outdoor Stone Statue:

Sandstones are long-lived material, weatherproof, and get more beautiful with age.
Cleaning should be done on alternative days to get rid of any dust accumulated on the
surface.
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You need a cloth or a brush for dusting, otherwise, you can clean it with running water
also.

Marble Large Elephant Statue
Set for Home Entrance
Read More
SKU: 01517
Price: ₹588,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Elephant Idol, Elephant Statue, Elephant Statue
for Home, Elephant Statue for Outdoor Garden,
Elephant Statue Manufacturer, garden decor, Garden
Stone Statue, home décor, Marble Statue Manufacturer
, Outdoor Stone Statue, Pathar ki Haathi Murti, Statue
for Home, Stone Statue for Temple, Stone Statue
Manufacturer, Vastu Elephant Idol

Product Description

The sublime white stone elephant pair of success is one of those gorgeous pieces of
décor from the magnificent artisans of Odisha, that everyone will grasp of the
chance for owing it. The large elephant statue which is made from marble is not only
very tony but also serves importance in the context of Vaastu and Fengshui.
Material: Marble stone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 18 x 36 inch Position: Standing
Height: 3 ft About the elegant statue:

The architectural design of the large elephant standing on the lotus pedestal will not only
grab your attention for its mesmerizing look but also brings beauty and serenity into your
life.
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The craft made on the white marble finish has something for everyone, who adores
architecture.
Elephant trunks have their own significance in their position. When the trunk is in the
upward direction, it is considered good luck and fortune to the family. When the trunk is
positioned downward direction, it represents the ability to solve challenges and longevity.
White elephants are symbolism of richness, luxury, and wealth.

Guidance for  placement and use :

If you have a wide entrance at your home, palace, or mansion, then place the duo in such
a way that they face outward for bringing positive results.
Elephants are symbols of wisdom. When the truck of the elephant is positioned downward
it is, favorable for the office and warehouse. So placing them, in the office, home, a
workstation will boost your career, job, and leadership quality. It is also helpful to
overcome various tasks and obstacles.
The marble outdoor stone statue is felicitous in the park, landscape designing, zoo.
Decorate your garden with a beautiful pair of elephants.
You can place them on both sides near the pool or fountain which will make you go aww.

The religious significance of the Elephant stone sculptures:

The elephant is the riding vehicle of Lord Indra.
The white elephant is the riding vehicle of Goddess Laxmi.
The elephant is also associated with the Ganesha statue.
In Buddhism also, the elephant signifies our passionate and uncontrolled mind which can
be disciplined through meditation.

How to clean and care :

To keep the glossy white gaze shining, wipe it with a dry cloth or damp the cloth in the
water and wipe it down on the surface. As it purpose of outdoor placement, cleaning
should be done daily basis so that dust won't be gathered on the surface from the polluted
atmosphere.
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Yellow Teakwood Sandstone
Elephant Animal Sculpture Set
for Garden (2 pcs)
Read More
SKU: 01509
Price: ₹109,760.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Elephant Idol, Elephant Statue, Elephant Statue
for Home, Elephant Statue for Outdoor Garden, garden
decor, Garden Stone Statue, home décor, Outdoor
Stone Statue, Statue for Home, Vastu Elephant Idol

Product Description

This sandstone baby calf elephant is enough to put a smile on its viewer's face. A
fantastic well-carved elephant pair of 2 ft sculpture made from teakwood sandstone
is especially perfect for any outdoor garnishing. Material: Teakwood Sandstone
Dimension(HWL): 24 x 12 x 24 in
Height: 2 ft Position: StandingFew points about the adorable pair of elephants: 

It is standing on a flat platform, made from the carving of a single stone.
Artisanal elegance can be seen from the engraving over the surface of the gorgeous stone
sculpture.
When the trunk is directed in an upward direction, its symbolizes joy and delight, which
bring fortune and success to life.
Holding a garland in his trunk amplifies the ravishing.

  The affiliation of the elephant with Hindu belief:

The elephant represents wisdom. So the holy creature is associated with Lord Ganesha,
who always bestows their devotees with knowledge and fortune.
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The elephant also serves as the vehicle of Goddess Laxmi, that is why she was known as
Gaja Laxmi. Gaja means elephant.
The elephant is also the vehicle to Lord Indra, widely famous as "Airavat".

Essential tips to follow  while placing the magnificent statue: 

A set of elephant statues that has their trunk raised in the air should be placed in the main
entrance, in such a way, that they face outward of your home, which will be beneficial to
attract positivity and prosperity. Placed them on both sides of the door.
As elephants represent leadership, wisdom, and vigor, placing them at your, office,
workstation, and wear house, by facing it to the north will enhance professional growth,
power and success.
Give your fountain, swimming pool, or water body, an awe-inspiring panorama by placing
the duo.
It is a  perfect choice to bedeck your garden, landscaping, and lawn.
Planting it on the sidewalk of your park, zoo, or restaurant will be ritzy to the spectator.

Cleaning and maintaining tips for the outdoor stone sculpture : 

Clean it with running water, or you can use a damp cloth to wipe down the surface of the
statue on every alternative day to maintain the glaze.

Lion Fighting Odisha Sand Stone
Statue for Home
Read More
SKU: 01502
Price: ₹50,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Lion Sculpture, Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for
Home, Stone Lion Fighting Statue, stone lion idol,
stone lion statue
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Product Description

Rajasthani Red Stone Dolphin
Statues for Outdoors Pool or
Garden
Read More
SKU: 01501
Price: ₹72,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Dolphin Sculpture for Home, Dolphin Statue for
Garden, Dolphin Statue for Swimming Pool, Dolphin
Stone Statue, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue,
home décor, Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for Home,
Stone Bird Statue

Product Description
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Black Mahabalipuram Stone
Vishnu Ananthasayana Statue
15 inch
Read More
SKU: 01461
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Indoor Stone Statue,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Stone Narayan Statue for Home,
Stone Vishnu Statue For Home, Vishnu Anantaayana
Statue, Vishnu Ananthasayanam Sculpture

Product Description

Black Mahabalipuram Stone
Vishnu Anantasayana Statue 3
ft
Read More
SKU: 01460
Price: ₹200,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Indoor Stone Statue,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Stone Vishnu Statue For Home,
Temple Statue, Vishnu Anantaayana Statue, Vishnu
Ananthasayanam Sculpture
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